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a b s t r a c t

We numerically study the reflected spectrum of a few-cycle pulse propagating through an ultrathin
resonant medium. According to the classical interference theory, a destructive interference dip is ex-
pected at the carrier frequency ωp for a half-wavelength medium. In contrast, an abnormal enhanced
spike appears instead. The origin of such an abnormal enhancement is attributed to the coherent tran-
sient effects. In addition, its scaling laws versus medium length, pulse area and duration are obtained,
which follow simple rules.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Recent advances in ultrafast laser technology have motivated
the study of the interaction between few-cycle pulses and re-
sonance medium [1,2]. The assumptions that laser pulse only
propagates in forward direction and evolves slowly over an optical
wavelength are no longer appropriate in this regime [3–5], and full
Maxwell–Bloch (MB) equations need to be solved for a complete
and correct description of the laser-matter interaction. The im-
plicit inclusion of the effects of counter-rotating wave components
and time-derivative of the carrier field make backpropagation and
energy decay arise [4], which motivates the study of the reflection
of the few-cycle pulse. The reflected spectrum of a few-cycle pulse
has many unique features, such as the redshift induced by in-
trapulse four-wave mixing [6], and low-frequency spike induced
by the Doppler effect of the moving absorption front [7]. However,
in the above studies, the bulk medium (medium length is much
larger than a carrier wavelength, i.e., λ⪢L p) is usually adopted. The
spectral feature of an ultrathin medium ( λ∼L p) has barely tou-
ched yet. Questions, such as, whether the redshift still exists in the
reflected spectrum and whether the interference between the
reflections from the front and back surfaces of an ultrathin atomic
system follows the classical interference theory, remain unsolved.

In this paper, we numerically investigate the reflected spec-
trum of an ultrathin atomic medium. Notable redshift disappears
and interference between the reflections from the front and back
surfaces begins to take effects. Surprisingly, for a half-wavelength

medium, an unexpected spike appears at the carrier frequency ωp,
where destructive interference is supposed to occur. Moreover,
when the medium length, pulse area or duration changes, the
interference behavior of the spectral amplitude at ωp also does not
follow the prediction of the classical interference theory. By ana-
lyzing the formation of the reflected field and the contribution of
its each part to the reflected spectrum, the underlying physics
behind the abnormal interference is obtained.

We consider the propagation of a few-cycle pulse along +z in
vacuum to the front surface of a dense two-level atomic (TLA)
medium. Assume that the electromagnetic field is linearly polar-
ized = ( ) = ( )E E z H H z,x y . The Maxwell equations take the form [8]
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The macroscopic nonlinear polarization ( ) =P z N dux , u is the real
part of the off-diagonal density matrix element ρ υ= ( + )u i /212 , N
the density and d the dipole moment. The population difference
between the excited sate 2 and the ground state 1 is denoted by

ρ ρ= −w 22 11. u, υ and w obey the following set of Bloch equations,
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where γ1, γ2 are, respectively, the population and polarization re-
laxation rate, ω0 the transition frequency, Ω Ω( = )dE /x the Rabi
frequency, and w0 the initial population difference.

The above combined Maxwell–Bloch (MB) equations (1) and
(2) can be solved by adopting Yee's finite-difference time-domain
discretization method for the electromagnetic fields [9–11] and the
predictor–corrector method for the medium variables [3,12]. Incident
pulse is Ω Ω ω τ( = ) = [ ( − ) ] [ ( − ) ( )]t z z z c z z c0, cos / sech 1.76 /p p0 0 0 ,
where Ω0 is the peak Rabi frequency for the input pulse, τp the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the pulse intensity envelop. The
medium is initialized with υ= =u 0, and = −w 10 . To study the
reflection of the pulse, we adopt the following parameters to integrate
the MB equations: ω ω= = −2.3 fsp0

1, λ ω= c/p p , = ×d 2 10 A s m29 ,
γ =− 1 ps1

1 , γ =− 0.5 ps2
1 , τ = 5 fsp , Ω = −0.704 fs0

1, the corresponding

pulse area ∫ Ω τ π π( ) = ( ) ′ = =
−∞

∞ ′
A z d E z t dt/ , /1.76 2p0 0 . Define a

collective frequency parameter ω = ϵ = −Nd / 0.05 fsc
2

0
1 to represent

the coupling strength between medium and field.
With the above parameters, the reflected field and corresponding

spectrum for a half-wavelength medium ( λ=L /2p , λp is the carrier
wavelength) are obtained, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b), respectively.
According to the interference theory for reflection, the destructive
interference takes place when the condition λ= ( = …)nL m m2 1, 2,p

is satisfied [13], where n is the refractive index. For a medium with
λ=L /2p , a destructive interference dip (DID) is expected to appear in

the reflected spectrum positioned at ω ω( = ( ) ≈ )m n1, 1p p . However,
an unexpected enhancement spike appears at ωp (Fig. 1(b)). If in-
vestigating carefully to the time structure of the whole reflected field,
and dividing them into different parts artificially, the origin of this
spike can be easily clarified. Usually, when the pulse impinges on the
medium, it is first reflected by the front surface, then further propa-
gates within the medium, and finally reflected by the back surface.

The two reflected fields form the leading part (red color part in Fig. 1
(a)). It should be point out that this is only correct when the field is
weak or large detuning is assumed. When the laser pulse is resonant
with the medium, apart from the leading part of the reflected field, a
long tail occurs (blue color part in Fig. 1(a)). This is because, after the
pulse leaves the medium, a small part of its energy resides in the
medium, which indicates itself as Re[ ρ12] oscillating at ω0 with a
lifetime T2. This physical process is the so-called free induced decay
(FID) [14]. By taking the Fourier transform to the leading or tail part of
the reflected field, we get that the double-peak structure (dashed
line) comes from the front and back surface reflections, while the
abnormal enhancement spike at ωp (dot-dashed line) comes from the
tail part, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Thus, the abnormal interference for a
half-wavelength medium actually results from the coherent transient
process, FID. The transient effects still exist under rotating-wave ap-
proximation (RWA) and slowly varying envelope approximation
(SVEA) [15], therefore the enhancement spikes obtained with full
waveMB equations in Fig. 1(b) should not disappear when the RWA is
used. To study the effect of RWA to the abnormal enhancement in the
reflected spectrum, the complex amplitude Ω̃ is obtained by solving
MB equations with RWA but beyond SVEA [16]. The results are
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the long tail corresponding to the
transient effect still exists for the envelope solution Ω0. The
reflected field with RWA shown in Fig. 2(b) is obtained
with Ω Ω ω φ Ω Ω Ω( ) = ( − + ) = [ ˜ ] + [ ˜ ]z t t k z, cos , Re Imp p0 0

2 2 and

φ = ( )Ω
Ω

[ ˜ ]
[ ˜ ]
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. The reflected spectra in Fig. 2(c) show that the

abnormal enhancement spike with resonance frequency does not
vanish under RWA, but enhances compared with the general case.
This is because RWA discards rapidly oscillating terms, leading to
more energy in atoms oscillating with resonant frequency.

Now if we change the medium length to other parameters,

Fig. 1. (left) The reflected fields consist of a leading (thick line) and tail (thin line) parts. (right) The corresponding reflected spectra. The top and bottom are corresponding to
λ=L /20 and λ2 0, respectively. The insert in (a) is the tail parts of the reflected field for π2 (top), π1.8 (middle), and π0.2 (bottom) pulses. The insert in (d) is the enlarged view

of the spectral component around ω0. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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